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Finalist for the J.W. Dafoe Book PrizeA Hill-Times Best Book of the YearNearly twenty years
after his death and more than thirty since his retirement from active politics, Pierre Elliott
Trudeau is at long last receding from the lived memory of Canadians. But despite the distance
of time, he still holds court in the minds of many, and today his son Justin now lives at 24
Sussex Drive, his own man, though still a Trudeau holding Canada’s highest
office.Trudeaumania is about Pierre Trudeau’s rise to power in 1968. This is a story we thought
we knew—the epic saga of the hipster Montrealer who drove up to Ottawa in his Mercedes in
1965, wowed the country with his dictum that “the state has no business in the bedrooms of
the nation,” rocked the new medium of television like no one since JFK, and in scant months
rode the crest of Canadians’ Centennial-era euphoria into power. This is Canada’s own
Camelot myth. It embodies the quirkiness, the passion and the youthful exuberance we ascribe
to the 1960s even now. Many of us cherish it. Unfortunately, it is almost entirely wrong. In 1968
Trudeau put forward his vision for Canada’s second century, without guile, without dissembling
and without a hard sell. Take it or leave it, he told Canadians. If you do not like my ideas, vote
for someone else. We took it.By bestselling and award-winning author Robert Wright,
Trudeaumania sets the record straight even as it illuminates this important part of our history
and shines a light on our future.



DEDICATIONFor Michael, Anna, Helena, and LauraEPIGRAPHI consider nationalism to have
been a sinister activity in world history over the last 150 years. And that goes for English-
Canadian nationalism, French-Canadian nationalism, or Gaullist nationalism, or whatever.—
Pierre Trudeau, 1968CONTENTSDEDICATIONEPIGRAPHPREFACEPROLOGUE
TRUDEAU TO THE GALLOWS!CHAPTER ONE THE STUBBORN
ECCENTRICCHAPTER TWO THE THREE MUSKETEERSCHAPTER THREE
FORKS IN THE ROADCHAPTER FOUR FROM CELEBRATION TO
SURVIVALCHAPTER FIVE THE SACRED AND THE PROFANECHAPTER SIX
NOW YOU’RE STUCK WITH MECHAPTER SEVEN WE WANT TRUDEAU!
CHAPTER EIGHT TELLING IT LIKE IT ISCHAPTER NINE A MAN FOR
TOMORROWCHAPTER TEN THE CALM AFTER THE STORMEPILOGUE
TRUDEAUMANIA 2.0NOTESINDEXABOUT THE AUTHORALSO BY ROBERT
WRIGHTCREDITSCOPYRIGHTABOUT THE PUBLISHERPREFACEHe haunts us no longer.
Nearly twenty years after his death and more than thirty since his retirement from active
politics, Pierre Elliott Trudeau is at long last receding from the lived memory of Canadians. His
son Justin is the current occupant of 24 Sussex Drive, but as he has demonstrated from the
moment he entered politics in 2008, he is his own man. Pierre did not live to see Justin take
even his first step into public life, and he never sought it. “Our family has done enough,” he told
his boys.Trudeaumania is about Pierre Trudeau’s rise to power in 1968. Like many Canadians,
perhaps, I thought I knew this story—the epic saga of the hipster Montrealer who drove up to
Ottawa in his Mercedes in 1965, wowed the country with his dictum that “there’s no place for
the state in the bedrooms of the nation,” rocked the new medium of television like no one since
JFK, and in scant months rode the crest of Canadians’ centennial-era euphoria into power. This
is Canadians’ own Camelot myth. It embodies the quirkiness, the passion, and the youthful
exuberance we ascribe to the 1960s even now. Many of us cherish it. I confess that, as a
professional historian, I have been casually reproducing this mythology myself since I first
started writing about the sixties over three decades ago.Unfortunately, it is almost entirely
wrong.Pierre Trudeau’s 1968 victory owed almost nothing to the heady vibes that had washed
over North America during 1967’s summer of love. By the frigid winter of 1968, the emotional
highs of Canada’s own Expo 67 were already a distant memory, eclipsed by the continuing
violence of the Front de libération du Québec, the appalling atrocities of the Vietnam War,
massive civil unrest on both sides of Europe’s Iron Curtain, and, above all, the disintegration of
American civil society after the murders of Martin Luther King, Jr., and Bobby Kennedy. Peruse
virtually any newspaper from this period. What you will find there is the world aflame,
figuratively and literally.It is true that Pierre Trudeau’s entry into federal politics came as a
breath of fresh air after John Diefenbaker and Lester B. Pearson. Many young Canadians (the
so-called teenyboppers) were enamoured of Trudeau’s high cheekbones and ice-blue eyes,
and he obliged them with smiles and kisses. Many older Canadians were impressed with the
pedigree he carried to Ottawa—his fluent multilingualism, his high-flying record of academic
and athletic achievement, his world travels, his straight talk, even his sartorial flair.But Trudeau
did not triumph in June 1968 through charisma and cunning, as his critics claim. He neither
ingratiated himself with Canadians nor sought their affections. Indeed, throughout the period of
Trudeaumania, he fretted that his campaign team was exciting expectations that he could
never meet.Trudeau vaulted to political stardom because he provided both a cogent diagnosis
of the crises facing Canada and the world, and a uniquely Canadian set of solutions born of



decades of study and debate. By the time he ventured to Ottawa in 1965, just weeks before his
forty-sixth birthday, the essentials of Trudeau’s vision for Canada were firmly in place: the
separation of church and state; the need to distinguish between sin and crime; the rejection of
nationalism in all of its forms; the primacy of individual rights, including language rights, in a
Constitution that would bind not only citizens but also governments; and the establishment of a
culture of bilingualism across Canada paired with the uncompromising rejection of
biculturalism (what Quebecers called deux nations).In 1968, Trudeau put forward this vision of
Canada, without guile, without dissembling, and without a hard sell. Take it or leave it, he told
Canadians. If you do not like my ideas, vote for someone else.We took it.Trudeaumania is the
second of my books to foreground the life of Pierre Trudeau. It is also the second in which the
perennial debate over Quebec’s place in Canada provides the backdrop. Trudeau told a group
of lawyers in 1967 that one should approach the latter only with “fear and trembling.” I am not a
lawyer, but I consider this sage advice.In writing this book, I have been mindful of three
considerations: to get the story right, to treat all of its principal characters fairly, and to allow
them to speak for themselves wherever possible. For ease of reading, I have taken one minor
liberty with the text. I have closed extended excerpts without ellipses and square brackets in
instances where I judged continuity and context to be unaffected. In every other respect, the
sources cited in the endnotes conform to established scholarly standards. There is no invented
dialogue in this book. All translations from the original French are my own unless otherwise
noted.Trudeaumania could not have been written without the help of others. It gives me great
pleasure to acknowledge them here. Research funding was provided by the Symons Trust
Fund for Canadian Studies, to which I am indebted. For putting themselves at my disposal
early on in my research, I am grateful to Professor Geneviève Dorais, Bev Slopen, and
especially Rianna Genore. I owe a special debt of gratitude to my research assistants, Nicholas
Ashmore, Damien Cardinal, and especially Anna Harrington. Thanks as well to John Wales
and Ken Field of the Trent University Durham Library, and to Heather Gildner of the Toronto
Public Library. For granting me access to the archival papers of the late Pierre Trudeau, I am
indebted to Sacha Trudeau and Marc Lalonde. For making that access navigable and indeed
enjoyable, I thank Michael MacDonald and Alix McEwen of Library and Archives Canada.
Thanks as well to Dan Wright, Stacey Young, Patricia Taylor, Louis Balthazar, Barbara Nichol,
Linda McQuaig, Rena Zimmerman, Leo Groarke, Marilyn Burns, Joe Muldoon, Kate Ingram,
Amber Ashton, and Hailey Wright.Trudeaumania is the fourth book I have written under the
sharp eye of my friend and editor Jim Gifford. I extend to Jim, Iris Tupholme, Noelle Zitzer, Lisa
Rundle, Rebecca Vogan, and the rest of the team at HarperCollins Canada my warmest
gratitude.Ken Taylor passed away in October 2015, while Trudeaumania was in progress. Ken
was a confidant, a steady source of inspiration, and a great friend. He was also a voracious
reader who did me the favour, among many others, of reading and commenting on my work in
manuscript form. Although he did not get the chance to read this book, he discussed its
contents with me often—and with all of the enthusiasm and affection for which he was justly
renowned. For that, I feel most fortunate.Professors David Sheinin and Yvon Grenier read a
manuscript draft of this book in its entirety, as did John Nichol, former president of the Liberal
Party of Canada, and Andrew Potter, current director of the McGill Institute for the Study of
Canada. For their generosity and kindness, I am deeply indebted. I need hardly add the
standard authorial caveat. I have tried to bring balance and objectivity to the story of
Trudeaumania, but where I have failed, I have done so single-handedly.As always, this book is
for my family, with my warmest gratitude and affection.PROLOGUETRUDEAU TO THE
GALLOWS!The morning of Monday, June 24, 1968, Pierre Elliott Trudeau awakened in his



Oshawa hotel room, pulled on some sweats, and, accompanied by two officers from his RCMP
security detail, headed out to the gym.This was to be the last day of a gruelling sixty-one-day
election campaign that had seen the prime minister touch down in almost every strip mall or
soccer field that could accommodate a helicopter. Trudeau’s Liberal Party was riding high in the
polls and was almost certainly going to form the first majority government in a
decade.Trudeaumania—the Beatles-esque outpouring of adulation that greeted the prime
minister everywhere he went, often in crowds numbering in the tens of thousands—had made
this one of the most electrifying campaigns in Canadian history. But the cost to the man
himself, famously protective of his personal freedom and his privacy, had been considerable.
Trudeau had taken on the mantle of leadership in the wake of Lester Pearson’s retirement only
a couple of months earlier. Yet, like his opponents, Tory leader Robert Stanfield and NDP
leader Tommy Douglas, he was now utterly bored with his own stale talk and feeling mind-
numbingly overexposed. Surely, the prime minister had earned an hour or two of precious
solitude before heading out for one last day of campaign bedlam.No such luck. Trudeau’s aides
—a group of young “amateurs” who had clambered up Ottawa’s greasy pole alongside their
candidate—insisted that he squeeze every last opportunity out of the dying campaign. There
would be time enough for solitude after he won. Trudeau conceded the point as he had done
repeatedly in recent weeks, sometimes in resignation, usually under protest.Reporters and
photographers, road-weary and hyper-caffeinated, crowded into the gym, dutifully recording
Trudeau’s every move. They had the unenviable job of covering a politician who openly
disparaged their profession. “I don’t read the press,” Trudeau had said at the beginning of the
campaign. “So many bad things have been said about me that, now that they are saying good
things, I try not to know about it. Because tomorrow they will start saying bad things again.
That’s the way journalists are.”1 Out on the hustings, he had harangued the press corps about
their sloppy reportage. They had returned the favour by capturing him in his most iconic
moments—kissing the girls, flipping off diving boards, waving from open limos Kennedy-style.
Now more than ever, as the campaign reached its crescendo, the media machine was
insatiable. A photo op at a suburban gym was a perfect opportunity. Here was the Canadian
prime minister, the epitome of Zen-master cool, doing calisthenics, riding a stationary bicycle in
his bare feet, ambling into the steam room. Nothing Trudeau did, no matter how quotidian or
banal, seemed beneath the notice of Canadians. He was endlessly fascinating—to everyone
but himself. His ennui merely enhanced his mystique.Smiling, stretching, and pedalling away,
as flashbulbs flashed and journalists scribbled, the prime minister chatted effortlessly, revealing
nothing of himself, as usual. Today, he was soft-spoken, witty, supremely self-confident, and
completely under control. If he was feeling anxious, he gave no hint of it.As his nearby security
detail knew, however, all was not well. The previous evening, the Montreal newspaper
Dimanche-Dernière Heure had run a front-page story alleging that a cell of the Front de
libération du Québec (FLQ) was planning to assassinate the prime minister. One Felquiste was
quoted as saying, “We shall kill Trudeau Monday”—that very day.2 According to the report, the
Mounties were aware of the threat, knew the person who had made it, and had him under
“close surveillance.” At several Montreal radio stations and at the city’s Canadian Press bureau,
similar threats on Trudeau’s life had been made anonymously. With the assassinations of
Martin Luther King, Jr., and Robert Kennedy agonizingly fresh in Canadians’ minds—King had
been murdered in early April, Kennedy in early June—such threats on the life of the Canadian
prime minister were taken not merely seriously but with grim foreboding.Certainly, there was no
mystery about the timing of the threats. In late May, officials of the Société Saint-Jean-Baptiste
of Montreal had invited Trudeau to watch the Saint-Jean-Baptiste parade, held annually on



June 24, from the official reviewing platform. Trudeau’s tough stand against Quebec
nationalism had hardly endeared him to members of the Société.3 Yet they felt a duty to extend
the invitation, and he felt an obligation to accept it.The moment it was announced that the
prime minister would appear alongside Quebec VIPs, Pierre Bourgault, the outspoken leader
of the Rassemblement pour l’indépendance nationale (RIN), issued a statement of his own. He
and his separatist comrades would use “all possible force and all means necessary” to thwart
Trudeau’s appearance.4 Trudeau’s friend and booster, the historian Ramsay Cook, told him
that it would be “a risky provocation” to confront separatists in the home stretch of a campaign
he had already won. He would do well to invent a “prior engagement” as an excuse for not
appearing.5 Trudeau ignored his friend’s advice. He had never cowered when threatened with
violence, and he was hardly about to start now.A journalist asked Trudeau whether his decision
to attend the parade would be seen as an affront to Quebec sovereignists. “Some say that,” he
replied, “but don’t you think the prime minister has a right to be at a popular event?”6As for
Ramsay Cook, he later admitted that his wise counsel had missed by a mile. “Obviously, I did
not know Trudeau as well as I thought,” he mused.7The origins of Saint-Jean-Baptiste Day—or
la fête nationale as it is known to French-speaking Quebecers—date back to the early
seventeenth century, when the French presence in North America was in its infancy.
Traditionally, the fête has been celebrated with bonhomie and revelry. In the mid-twentieth
century, bonfires, speechmaking, feasting, and singalongs were standard fare, capped off by a
family-friendly défilé (parade) along Montreal’s rue Sherbrooke. During the Quiet Revolution of
the 1960s, when Quebecers first demanded that they be maîtres chez nous, Saint-Jean-
Baptiste Day acquired a political salience that has persisted to the present. Thus, although it
remains primarily an occasion to celebrate Québécois culture, la fête nationale is also an
opportunity for Quebec sovereignists to promote their dream of independence and for
opponents of sovereignty to mount their own public protests. Violence has darkened Saint-
Jean-Baptiste Day more often than Quebec officials would wish.There was no mistaking the
mounting tension in the streets of Montreal on June 24, 1968. City workers spent the day
building a reviewing stand the full length of the great stone steps of the Bibliothèque de la Ville
de Montréal. An imposing classical structure on the south side of Sherbrooke at Montcalm, the
building served as Montreal’s main public library until it was supplanted in 2005 by the
Bibliothèque et Archives nationales du Québec on Berri. (In 2009, the original bibliothèque,
now beautifully restored, was renamed Édifice Gaston-Miron after the Quebec poet.)The
placement of the VIP reviewing stand was a gift to Pierre Bourgault, who intended to hold a
mass rally to protest Trudeau’s presence on this most hallowed of holidays. The platform faced
north, overlooking the deep sidewalks and broad boulevards that merge at Sherbrooke and
Cherrier to form a single expansive tarmac. Beyond the pavement, roughly eighty metres from
the steps of the library, lay Parc La Fontaine, a green space of stolid statues and rolling hills
that is today the preserve of Sunday-morning dog walkers. The south-facing slopes of the park
rise gently in a shallow-bowl configuration, providing several acres of open lawns perfectly
suited to the sort of demonstration envisaged by Bourgault. He was hoping that as many as
five thousand separatist protesters would answer the call. If they did, Parc La Fontaine could
not only accommodate them but afford them the strategic advantage of easy manoeuvre on
foot. Seen from the vantage of the prime minister’s bodyguards, the site was a security
nightmare.The parade itself was scheduled to begin at 8 p.m. It was expected to attract at least
100,000 flag-waving spectators of all ages. Estimates of the number of Quebecers who
actually lined the streets on that balmy June evening would later range as high as 400,000—
roughly one-quarter of Montreal’s population.The promise of violent separatist demonstrations



and now death threats against the prime minister preoccupied Mayor Jean Drapeau and the
hundreds of civic and police officials charged with keeping public order. Yet Jean-Paul Gilbert,
Montreal’s forty-eight-year-old chief of police, was imperturbable. He had seen his fair share of
heated demonstrations since taking on the job in 1965. Roughly a thousand uniformed police
officers would line the parade route. Another 250 plainclothes officers were assigned to protect
the VIPs, in addition to an RCMP security detail of sixty men assigned to Trudeau. By the
dinner hour, police cruisers were patrolling the parade route. Motorcycle and mounted units
were standing by. A press box, strategically located across the street from the reviewing stand,
ensured that, whatever happened, it would be recorded in real time.Beginning in the late
afternoon, boisterous young Quebecers filed into Parc La Fontaine and staked out their
positions across from the library facade. By 8 p.m., when the crowd was at its largest, the
demonstrators numbered roughly one thousand—a far cry from Bourgault’s promised five
thousand but a formidable mob nonetheless. Most of the youths would be described
condescendingly in the mainstream press as “scruffy.” Their average age was estimated to be
seventeen.Waving separatist placards and banners, the crowd chanted “Québec aux
Québécois!” and “Vive le Québec libre!” The reviewing stand remained mostly vacant, but the
security cordon surrounding it was imposing. The inevitable storm gained energy as the
protesters taunted the police and the police stared down the protesters. Suddenly, a pop-pop-
pop sound rang out. A girl fell to the ground, injured by what turned out to be firecrackers and
not gunfire. Uniformed police moved in on the crowd. One of the approaching officers suffered
an eye injury when a firecracker was thrown directly into his face. Undercover officers planted
among the demonstrators pointed out the provocateurs. White-helmeted police then converged
on the youths, subduing some of them with nightsticks and hauling them off to waiting paddy
wagons. Chants of “Gestapo, Gestapo!” filled the air.Some of the demonstrators had come
prepared for battle. They now hurled bottles, sticks, eggs, tomatoes, and more firecrackers at
the police. Under this unexpected barrage, the line of uniformed officers pulled back
momentarily, then charged into the crowd. At the same time, a second group of protesters,
positioned curbside at the south end of the park, crashed through police barricades and
charged the officers standing point on the parade route. Mounted officers and police on
motorcycles confronted the mob, bloodying many of the protesters before delivering them to
nearby ambulances. Officers dragged at least one demonstrator to a police van by his long
hair. A girl with a bandaged head wound and blood running down her face was photographed
entering an ambulance.By now, a full-scale riot was under way. The crowd chanted, swung
bludgeons made of metal and wood, and threw Molotov cocktails—pop bottles filled with
gasoline, kerosene, and other flammable liquids. The air filled with the acrid scents of smoke,
rotten eggs, and chemicals. Two police cruisers were flipped onto their roofs, and one of them
was set ablaze. Ten other police cars were vandalized, as were civilian vehicles parked around
the library. Six police horses were injured, one of them fatally. A man carrying an English-
language placard that read “Separatists are people with narrow minds” was assaulted. Some of
the young demonstrators, their clothes torn and their bodies bloodied, gave up the fight and
made their own way to the ambulances.Roughly an hour into the melee, just before 9 p.m.,
Pierre Bourgault was hoisted triumphantly onto the shoulders of some of his RIN supporters
and then carried defiantly straight into the police line. Trapped in the ensuing crush of bodies,
Bourgault could not break free. He was wrestled to the ground by a uniformed officer, hauled
off to a paddy wagon, and booked.Blocks away, another group of Quebec youth were falling
into formation. They adjusted their costumes, tuned up their musical instruments, and climbed
aboard their floats. Parc La Fontaine was in flames, and the défilé de la Saint-Jean-Baptiste



had not yet even begun.Outside Quebec, Pierre Bourgault was never as well known as Quiet
Revolutionaries like Jean Lesage or René Lévesque—liberals who eschewed violence and
rejected both ethnic nationalism and revolutionary socialism. Yet in the early 1960s, the RIN
was at the cutting edge of the separatist movement in Quebec, and Bourgault was its
unrivalled spokesperson.Bourgault was born in 1934 in Quebec’s Anglo-dominated Eastern
Townships. Like Pierre Trudeau, he received a classical education at the Jesuit-run Collège
Jean-de-Brébeuf in Montreal, and he was fluently bilingual. But unlike Trudeau, he had wanted
nothing to do with English Canadians and had nothing but contempt for Canadian federalism. A
devoted separatist and social radical, Bourgault emerged as one of the most determined
Québécois artistes of his day to champion Quebecers’ dream of nation. Until his death in 2003,
he was seldom out of the spotlight in his home province—as an actor, broadcaster, university
professor, and adviser to premiers up to and including Jacques Parizeau.Bourgault was twenty-
six when he joined the RIN in October 1960, just a month after its founding as a sovereignist
organization. He was fifteen years younger than Pierre Trudeau and thus the product of a very
different experience of Quebec politics. Trudeau had cut his teeth in the 1950s as a civil
libertarian confronting Premier Maurice Duplessis. By the time Bourgault’s star was on the rise,
Duplessis was dead, the Quiet Revolution was transforming Quebec into a modern secular
state, and Premier Jean Lesage was working overtime to protect his province from the
nationalist genie he had himself let out of the bottle. In October 1960, Bourgault helped to write
the RIN’s separatist manifesto. Four years later, by which time the RIN had become a full-
fledged political party, he was elected its president, appealing to Quebecers to throw off the
yoke of Anglo domination and reclaim their birthright. His oratorical gifts were legendary.
“There was an icy brilliance to his style,” wrote one observer of the young Bourgault, “a
theatrical, precise rhetoric that had none of the slang or joual that marked the speech of many
Quebec politicians.”8 Ironically, perhaps, people would say exactly the same thing about
Trudeau.Bourgault’s talent as a provocateur blossomed alongside his knack for speechmaking,
but these gifts would turn out to be too much for the mainstream sovereignist movement in
Quebec. As RIN leader, he organized non-violent protests and sit-ins demanding, among other
things, that French be the sole working language of the province. Then, in 1964, during Queen
Elizabeth’s visit to Quebec, Bourgault gave an inflammatory separatist speech that caused an
ugly riot, cementing his reputation as a militant. Moderate Quebec sovereignists including
René Lévesque distanced themselves from him. (Lévesque thought Bourgault a demagogue
and a troublemaker, and he was also reportedly uncomfortable with Bourgault’s
homosexuality.) Pierre Trudeau, by then an avowed enemy of Quebec separatism in any
incarnation, congratulated the RIN leader for turning the peaceful people of Quebec against his
own movement.9 “The separatists despair of ever being able to convince the public of the
rightness of their ideas,” Trudeau wrote sneeringly in the journal Cité libre in 1964. “So they
want to abolish freedom and impose a dictatorship of their minority. They are in sole
possession of the truth, so others need only get into line. And when things don’t go fast enough
they take to illegality and violence. On top of everything, they claim to be persecuted. Imagine
that, the poor little souls.”10 Journalist Peter C. Newman, then covering Quebec politics for the
Toronto Star, reported that Bourgault was so loathed in rural Quebec that people refused to
rent him a hall.Undaunted, Bourgault announced that the RIN would run candidates in the
provincial election of 1966. They would campaign on a platform combining separatism and
socialism, infused with a hard-hitting critique—perfectly suited to Bourgault’s own rhetorical
skills—that blamed the Lesage Liberals for having delivered on neither. By all accounts, the
RIN took the campaign extremely seriously, taking pains to overcome its hooligan image. On



election day, RIN candidates won 5.6 per cent of the popular vote but no seats. Their share of
the popular vote in Montreal was over 9 per cent, Bourgault himself coming second in the
riding of Duplessis with 33 per cent. Author Graham Fraser later revealed that Union Nationale
leader Daniel Johnson, the winner of the 1966 provincial election, had cut a secret deal with
Bourgault at the start of the campaign. In an effort to prevent vote splitting, the UN and the RIN
had agreed not to run strong candidates in ridings where the other had a chance of winning.
Fraser rightly concluded that the deal did more for Johnson than for Bourgault, drawing off
votes from left-leaning Quebecers that would otherwise have gone to the Liberals.11Bourgault
continued to rabble-rouse in the cause of an independent Quebec over the course of 1967, a
year in which the dream of nation seemed to many sovereignists to be within reach. By this
time, Pierre Trudeau was making headlines across Canada as Lester Pearson’s dashing young
justice minister, making him, in Bourgault’s books, the worst sort of vendu (sellout). In late June
1967, just days before Canada’s July 1 centennial, Bourgault gave a fiery speech in Montreal.
“We are just a little province, not a state or a country,” he said of Quebec. “We, a poor little
people, are basking in an illusion of riches.” Liberal MPs who claimed to speak for Quebecers
merely fuelled this illusion, Bourgault continued. Pierre Elliott Trudeau “is not a French
Canadian so there’s no problem.” Trudeau’s friend and ally Jean Marchand, then serving as
Lester Pearson’s immigration minister, was another federalist turncoat. “I say a man is a traitor,”
railed Bourgault, “when he literally vomits every day on the nation from which he
emerged.”12When French president Charles de Gaulle famously cheered “Vive le Québec
libre!” from the balcony of Montreal city hall in July 1967, Bourgault and his rowdy RIN
comrades were present in the crowd, their separatist placards hoisted, ecstatic to hear the
général mouthing one of their signature slogans. And when René Lévesque resigned from the
provincial Liberal Party just weeks later to found the Mouvement souveraineté-association
(MSA)—precursor to the Parti Québécois—Bourgault announced his support for a unified
sovereignist push led by Lévesque, promising to bring in the eleven thousand card-carrying
members of the RIN. More doubtful than ever about Bourgault, Lévesque refused a formal
merger with the RIN.13 He did, however, agree to join his MSA with Laurent Legault’s
Ralliement national and René Jutras’s Regroupement national. In late 1968, Bourgault would
dissolve the RIN to allow its members to join Lévesque’s MSA. The embittered leftist rump of
the RIN would re-form as the Front de libération populaire.Lurking on the radical fringe of the
sovereignty movement in these years was Parti pris, an intellectual collective advocating the
decolonization of Quebec through revolution, and the avowedly militant FLQ. Inspired by
Algerian and Cuban guerrillas and promoting the violent overthrow of the Canadian state, FLQ
members organized themselves into commando-style paramilitary cells and set out to bomb,
kidnap, and ultimately murder their way towards a classless utopia. “Quebec is a colony!”
shouted the FLQ manifesto in April 1963. “QUEBEC PATRIOTS, TO ARMS! THE HOUR OF
NATIONAL REVOLUTION HAS STRUCK! INDEPENDENCE OR DEATH!”14 The immediate
targets of Felquiste attacks were nominally English-Canadian and federal institutions, most of
them in Montreal. They included armed police and military units but also unarmed English-
language media outlets and businesses believed to discriminate against francophones. FLQ
sabotage began in earnest in the spring of 1963, with bombings at a federal armory, a section
of the rail line running between Montreal and Quebec City, RCMP headquarters, and a
Canadian Forces recruiting centre. Felquistes blew up mailboxes in the affluent Montreal
suburb of Westmount using time bombs, one of which critically injured Canadian Forces bomb-
disposal expert Walter Leja. Trudeau’s close friend and ally Gérard Pelletier excoriated FLQ
terrorism in La Presse in May 1963. “As I write, a man is lying in hospital, hovering between life



and death,” wrote Pelletier. “He is the second victim of the FLQ in less than a month, the
second tragedy in the blind violence unleashed in Montreal by a group of madmen.”15The
Felquistes were unmoved, even as their own young foot soldiers were rounded up and
imprisoned. The carnage continued. Four civilian deaths and many more injuries were
attributed to the FLQ in the first three years of its quixotic struggle. In September 1966, eight
Felquiste youth were convicted of criminal responsibility in the death of sixty-four-year-old
Thérèse Morin, a secretary killed during the bombing of the H.B. La Grenade shoe factory. One
of those convicted was an underage “Mod” who, in full Pete Townshend regalia, had delivered
the time bomb on his souped-up scooter. One of two men later incarcerated for the same
attack was the writer Pierre Vallières, once a protégé of Gérard Pelletier and contributor to
Pierre Trudeau’s own Cité libre. While serving time, Vallières would pen the incendiary
separatist tract Nègres blancs d’Amérique (White Niggers of America). As historian David A.
Charters has concluded in a recent survey of terrorism in Canada, the fear generated by the
Felquistes in the 1960s turned out to be disproportionate to their modest organizational size
and capability. In other words, the FLQ succeeded as a terrorist group in spite of its
amateurism and incompetence, right up to the moment in October 1970 when members of
Paul Rose’s Chénier cell murdered Quebec cabinet minister Pierre Laporte in cold
blood.16René Lévesque, for whom political violence was anathema, would later dismiss the
FLQ as “a couple of dozen young terrorists, whose ideology was a hopeless hodgepodge of
anarcho-nationalism and kindergarten Marxism.”17 Pierre Bourgault, too, understood that any
perception that the RIN was connected with the FLQ would destroy his own credibility. At least
once, in April 1964, Bourgault threatened the Montreal Star with a $1 million libel suit for
implying that the mastermind of an FLQ bank robbery and armory raid, François Schirm, was a
member of the RIN.18 This legal threat did not change the fact that the three founders of the
FLQ were RIN activists who had together created the Réseau de résistance (Resistance
Network) as the forerunner of the FLQ.19 Nor did it mitigate the public scorn heaped onto
Bourgault when he or other members of the RIN threatened federal politicians like Pierre
Trudeau with violence.It is unlikely that Trudeau lost much sleep when Bourgault impugned him
as a vendu or sneered that he had no right to call himself a French Canadian. As Trudeau
would later say after hearing one of President Richard Nixon’s more colourful slurs against
him, “I’ve been called worse things by better people.” Moreover, Trudeau was comfortable in
the role of the separatists’ bête noire. He knew better than most of his youthful adversaries that
what he called the “rough and tumble” of politics affected everyone.20 Several days after
Trudeau had declared his candidacy for the Liberal leadership, in February 1968, Bourgault
announced that the RIN would be supporting him—because he was the candidate most likely
to “hasten Quebec’s separation” from Canada.21 “The RIN approves Trudeau,” said Bourgault
wryly. “He’s the best candidate we could hope for. He has never been popular in Quebec. He
has complete disrespect for the people.”22On the evening of June 20, 1968, just days before
Trudeau was to appear at the défilé de la Saint-Jean-Baptiste, Bourgault pleaded with his
supporters to come out to Parc La Fontaine and challenge the prime minister. Trudeau had to
be resisted as “a traitor and a sell-out,” he fumed. “It is intolerable to us that a man who does
not believe in our nation and spits on it every day should hold the limelight at these
celebrations. If an English-speaking prime minister came here and told us what he is telling us,
we would kill him.”23At 9:40 p.m., Trudeau arrived at the Bibliothèque de la Ville de Montréal,
entered inconspicuously by a side entrance, and made his way through the towering black
doors out onto the reviewing stand.By now, the riot on rue Sherbrooke was well into its second
hour. The separatist demonstrators had been expecting Trudeau, of course, but so, too, had



some of the other Quebecers in the crowd. When the prime minister made his entrance, he
was greeted by a rousing round of cheers. Trudeau smiled and waved in response. Hurrahs
and Vives turned to hisses and boos, however, as the demonstrators responded en masse to
Trudeau. “Trudeau au poteau!” (Trudeau to the gallows!) and “Trudeau vendu!” they shouted.
The prime minister shrugged and took his seat in the front row of the platform. A bottle
smashed on the sidewalk in front of him. Some of the demonstrators got close enough to
Trudeau to leer directly at him. The two-dozen-strong police and RCMP officers standing point
in front of the reviewing stand linked arms to form a protective chain, just in case anyone tried
to leap up onto the platform. More bottles smashed onto the sidewalk and the street. More
rioters were escorted into paddy wagons, passing noisily right in front of the prime minister and
the other VIPs. An unconscious police officer was carried by one of his comrades in front of the
reviewing stand just as Trudeau was taking his seat. Nothing in the prime minister’s cool
demeanour suggested that he was fazed by any of this turmoil.The president of the Montreal
Société Saint-Jean-Baptiste, Dollard Mathieu, was seated to Trudeau’s right. Premier Daniel
Johnson, Mayor Jean Drapeau, Drapeau’s wife, Marie-Claire Boucher, and Le Devoir editor
Claude Ryan were seated to the right of Mathieu. Montreal archbishop Paul Grégoire sat to
Trudeau’s immediate left—an arrangement that Trudeau later joked had afforded him divine
protection. Among those standing on the sidewalk was Trudeau’s young tour manager, Bill Lee,
with whom the prime minister would lean over and chat from time to time. All told, there were
perhaps as many as sixty people on the VIP platform, those in the front row seated, the rest
standing three rows deep. The dignitaries included several women, most of them wearing the
brightly coloured suits and pillbox hats that were the style of the day. Two police officers were
posted to the roof of the library, their feet dangling in front of the building’s massive facade.Just
minutes after 10 p.m., the parade arrived, with banners, bands, and majorettes in full regalia.
Trudeau smiled broadly and applauded—even though the demonstrators drowned out the
sound of the marchers almost entirely. Occasionally, a police van would interrupt the parade
and pass in front of the stand. Knowing, perhaps, that they were being broadcast, most of the
dignitaries, including Trudeau, did their best to ignore the demonstrators. (Archival footage of
the action on the reviewing stand was shot from a stationary camera to the north, which
captured almost nothing of the chaos unfolding on the street and sidewalk below.) At one point,
Trudeau stood up to blow kisses to a float loaded with young women in bikinis.At 10:50 p.m.,
with the parade stalled yet again, a young man darted from the pack of rioters to the front of
the library and threw a Molotov cocktail into the reviewing stand. It was a pop bottle containing
some kind of flammable liquid, possibly gasoline. Since the television lights set up to illuminate
the reviewing stand blinded everyone on the platform, no one saw the projectile as it sailed
between Trudeau and Dollard Mathieu, roughly six feet over their heads. But everyone heard it
shatter on the library wall behind the prime minister. Most of the people, including Trudeau,
instinctively ducked for cover. Moments later, many of them, including all the women, moved
either on their own or with police escorts to safety behind the library doors. From the back row,
RCMP officers moved purposefully, directing the exiting VIPs into the library and converging on
those still in the front row. Premier Daniel Johnson left his seat to take shelter in the back.
Mayor Drapeau escorted his wife into the library and returned immediately to the front of the
platform.As soon as they heard the bottle shatter on the wall behind them, three men—two
Mounties and Trudeau’s campaign aide Pierre Levasseur—leapt forward to shield the prime
minister where he sat. They urged him to leave the stand as the others had done. Trudeau bent
forward to pick up his coat, presumably with the intention of going. Then, in one of the most
dramatic moments in Canadian political history, he threw his coat defiantly to the ground.



Waving off his bodyguards, Trudeau alone took his seat—fully exposed to the projectiles of the
demonstrators. Raw anger animated his normally inscrutable face. Moments later, just to
accentuate his defiance, he sat forward, with his arms hanging over the rail of the platform,
plainly visible to the crowd. A second bottle smashed into the wall below him. He did not flinch.
Plainclothes police officers took seats beside him, one of them apparently trying to shield him
from any additional projectiles with a large raincoat. On the sidewalk, officers in the street
formed themselves into a barrier two men deep.The crowd yelled out, “Bravo Trudeau!” In the
press box across the street from the library, journalists including Peter C. Newman jumped to
their feet to applaud the prime minister’s courage. A pretty young woman on the stalled float
blew Trudeau a kiss. The prime minister, now at his ease and smiling, shook hands and
chatted warmly with Mayor Drapeau and Archbishop Grégoire. The parade resumed. Less than
three minutes had passed since the bottle had crashed into the wall behind the prime minister.
The scene was as unscripted as it was electrifying, and all of it was captured live on
television.A new round of clashes between the rioters and uniformed officers began, but after
the bottle-throwing incident, security officials were taking no chances. They reinforced the
police cordon around the reviewing stand and prevented anyone from passing for the
remainder of the night.At 11:15 p.m., the parade ended, but not the riot. It petered out an hour
later. The police continued to drag demonstrators into paddy wagons or escort them to
ambulances. Several officers, believed to have had acid or other chemicals thrown in their
faces, were themselves taken by ambulance to hospital. Montreal officials would tally the
butcher’s bill the next day. Roughly 1,200 police officers had squared off against an almost
equal number of protesters. Eighty demonstrators were injured, most of them with fractured
skulls, broken limbs, and cuts and bruises. Another 290, including Pierre Bourgault, were in
police custody. Forty-three police officers were hurt.After the parade, Trudeau and most of the
other VIPs made their exit through the library and into their waiting cars. Daniel Johnson, Jean
Drapeau, and Claude Ryan were among those who stuck around, trying to make sense of the
events they had just witnessed. What they saw before them as they made their way out onto
Sherbrooke was the smouldering detritus of the riot scene—fires burning, scorched patches of
park lawn, smashed park benches and signs, broken glass strewn everywhere. The air stank of
gasoline, burning rubber, and firecrackers. On the still-floodlit street, cameras captured a visibly
frustrated police officer smashing his fist into the face of a young demonstrator. At that point,
the lights were switched off, and so were the cameras. “Trudeau should not have come,” said
Claude Ryan gravely. “If he had any sense of timing, he would have stayed away. I can just see
the papers in English Canada tomorrow. I have never seen anything like this before. Not
here.”24Around midnight, Trudeau reunited with the other dignitaries at a reception hosted by
the Société Saint-Jean-Baptiste. There he ran into Premier Johnson and Marcel Faribault, the
high-profile federal Tory candidate from Quebec. Trudeau wished Faribault good luck in the
election the next day. Faribault took the opportunity to reprimand the prime minister. “I don’t
agree with you,” he lectured Trudeau. “I didn’t go up on the parade reviewing stand because I
didn’t want that to be interpreted as a provocation to anyone.”25 Trudeau smiled. “This is not
the first time we disagree,” he said, “and it probably won’t be the last.”26As the dust settled on
Parc La Fontaine the next day, dismayed Canadians and Quebecers alike took stock. “Scenes
of St. Jean Baptiste Day violence in Montreal might have shocked Canadians more had they
not been conditioned by films of terrorism in the streets of New York, Paris and Belgrade,”
observed a Globe and Mail editorial. “It was chilling to hear the chants of ‘Trudeau to the
gallows.’ And it was awful to know that there were, in that crowd, men who had threatened the
Prime Minister’s life.”27 Trudeau was fortunate, everyone agreed, that the rioters’ weapons of



choice had been bottles and not bullets. Montreal police chief Jean-Paul Gilbert told reporters
that the mob had been well trained and well organized. “We are launching a full investigation to
find out who trained them,” he said. “Our investigation will bring those responsible in the open.”
Charges of police brutality were raised. Gilbert asserted that police had shown complete
restraint until the violence had begun and the utmost professionalism after that. “If anyone has
to complain about police brutality,” he said, “let him write to me personally and his complaint
will be investigated.”28The big story in the headlines the next day was Trudeau himself, the
prime minister who had stood up to the worst civil unrest in Quebec since the conscription riots
of World War II. “Trudeau Defies Separatists” and “Trudeau tient tête aux
manifestants” (“Trudeau stands up to protesters”), declared the headlines.29Already, the man
himself was downplaying the incident, joking with the press that it was election day in Canada
and he had more important things to think about. A journalist asked him why he had refused to
take shelter from the mob. “I was curious,” he replied. “I wanted to see what was happening.”30
Speaking on Montreal talk radio later that day, Trudeau was philosophical. “It is most
regrettable that the people of Quebec can’t have their St. Jean Baptiste Day in peace,” he said.
“I think the population will reject this resort to violence. The people who use it will be pushed
out of society as time goes by.”31As Canadians headed to the polls, they, too, were
philosophical. “It was the most remarkable ending to an election campaign in Canadian political
history,” the Canadian Annual Review observed. “The price was a savage one, but nothing
would have better dramatized the issue of Canadian unity.”32Dalton Camp, the Tories’ top
campaign strategist and no stranger to controversy, had the last word. He believed that
Trudeau was probably unbeatable the moment he won the Liberal nomination, but his
performance in Montreal clinched it. “When you are lucky in politics,” quipped Camp, “even your
enemies oblige you.”The Globe and Mail editorial noted above was dead right. The Saint-Jean-
Baptiste riot was indeed symptomatic of Canada’s existential crisis in 1968. It was also part of
a pattern of social upheaval that swept the North Atlantic world that year, one that has since
given the era of the sixties some of its most potent myths. Today, almost fifty years later, the
generation of student radicals and others who gave youthful voice to “the spirit of ‘68” are
growing older. As they well know, the twenty-first-century world bears little resemblance to the
countercultural utopia of “personal and collective liberation” they once dreamt of.33 Nostalgia
for sixties radicalism is today in its death throes. It barely survived the collapse of Soviet-style
collectivism. It will not survive the threat of global terror. The city of Paris, venerated by radicals
everywhere in May 1968 for its crippling strikes and massive student protests, is today
terrorized by a far more vicious generation of young revolutionaries. Ordinary citizens
everywhere react with unsentimental resolve. Aging sixties radicals are writing their last
apologia.To date, Pierre Trudeau’s rise to power has been viewed almost entirely through the
prism of this sixties nostalgia trip. In the spring of 1968, we are told, Canadians were still
blissed out from Expo 67 and hungry for a charismatic, youthful leader in the mould of John F.
Kennedy. Intelligent, irreverent, flirtatious, telegenic, a millionaire playboy in a two-seater
Mercedes, Pierre Elliott Trudeau merely had to step into the breach.Little wonder that Trudeau
was, and remains, an enigma to so many of his critics. Canadian conservatives disparage
Trudeau circa 1968 as the worst sort of socialist—the kind who imposed his collectivist
fantasies on his own people by stealth.34 Canadian left-nationalists dismiss Trudeau as a
laissez-faire liberal who did nothing to counter the rapacious American takeover of Canada.35
Quebec nationalists hold Trudeau almost single-handedly responsible for la fin d’un rêve
canadien (the end of a Canadian dream).36 It is not unusual to read, in even the most erudite
Trudeau scholarship, the aspersion that Pierre Trudeau felt no genuine sense of belonging to



either Quebec or Canada, and was thus all the more dangerous for having been a perennial
“outsider.”37 Even Richard Gwyn, who in 1981 lionized Trudeau as a Canadian star in a world
of mediocrities, claimed in 1997 that he “teases, taunts, inspires, and bugs the hell out of
Canadians because they know he is utterly un-Canadian.”38 Gwyn meant this as a
compliment.Admittedly, it requires a huge suspension of disbelief to revisit Trudeaumania in
1968 without reference to everything that came later. But the project is timely, and the reward
great. Why? Because to the extent that we now live in (and indeed contest) the Canada that
Pierre built, Trudeaumania has become a Canadian creation myth in its own right. There is a
good reason why Trudeau’s political enemies continue to write breathless exposés of his
nefarious deeds as if the man himself were still alive, and it has nothing to do with Justin. It is
because they detest living in Trudeau’s Canada.This book challenges at least three common
myths about Trudeaumania.The first is that Trudeau captivated the imaginations of Canadians
as the direct result of nationalist exuberance born of the 1967 centennial. “Canadians wanted
more of that good old Centennial-Expo feeling,” wrote journalist Larry Zolf in 1973. “They were
ready for Oneness—One Canada, Justice, the Just Society and Love, Love, Love.”39 Nineteen
sixty-seven was Canada’s last good year, observed Pierre Berton, twenty years after the fact.
“Canadians wanted the same excitement in their politics that they enjoyed in their hockey.
Behind that fervour was the yearlong love affair with the country engendered by thousands of
centennial projects and the giddy triumph of Expo. What was wanted was a kind of political
version of [“Ca-na-da” composer] Bobby Gimby. And there, quietly waiting in the wings in his
ascot scarf and sandals, was the man most likely to succeed to the throne.”40 Professional
historians have since added their voices. Trudeau’s “pent-up power exploded in the spring and
summer of 1968,” writes labour historian Bryan Palmer. “The fireworks were dubbed
Trudeaumania. It was the pyrotechnics of a Canadian identity struggling to be born, shooting
wildly out of the euphoria that had, for some, begun with the architectural imagination of Expo
67.”41In fact, the proposition that Trudeaumania flowed directly from the 1967 centennial and
was the product of nationalist euphoria is counter-historical. It makes an easy (and, of course,
appealing) connection where there is very little connective tissue. Take the case of Peter C.
Newman, who, as this book will show, rightly took credit for discovering Trudeau.42 When he
was watching the Trudeaumania phenomenon unfold in 1968, Newman knew that there was
nothing foreordained about it. “Pierre Elliott Trudeau’s conquest of the Liberal Party appeared
in retrospect like a royal procession predestined to glory,” Newman wrote in The Distemper of
Our Times that year. “But in the bleak chill of December [1967] just after Lester Pearson’s
resignation, Trudeau’s victory seemed far from inevitable; in fact, it was scarcely credible.”43
Yet one year later, when Distemper was reprinted in the United States as A Nation Divided:
Canada and the Coming of Pierre Trudeau, Newman added a preface that directly contradicted
his own real-time observations. “For Americans,” Newman now wrote, “Expo was a revelation;
for Canadians it was even more; it changed our view of ourselves. It gave us a fresh
appreciation of our own capabilities. It inspired new self-confidence and out of this transformed
environment came a new man—Pierre Elliott Trudeau.”44For most Canadians, there was far
more of the bleak chill to the winter of 1968 than there was of self-confidence. Lester Pearson
would recall in retirement that Canada’s centennial celebrations had offered a much-needed
respite “because our country was going through a difficult time, especially in Quebec.”45 When
British Columbia premier W.A.C. Bennett came out squarely against Trudeau in March 1968,
he said Trudeau was not the right leader for Canada “in these times of emergency.”46 McGill
University political scientist Michael Oliver noted in 1964 that Canada was “entering into a
period of great stress.” The “criminal lunacy” of the FLQ was merely the most visible symptom



of a seismic shift in French Canadians’ views of Confederation, warned Oliver. “If Canada is to
survive in a recognizable form—and this is not putting the point too strongly—changes are
indicated.”47 McGill dean of law Maxwell Cohen agreed. “It is clear that Canada is possibly
facing the gravest threat to federal unity since Confederation,” Cohen observed in October
1967. “The Centennial celebrations have shifted, ironically, from arts and games to
survival.”48By the winter of 1968, the public mood in Canada was one of quiet desperation.
Just weeks before election day, June 25, 1968, Martin Luther King, Jr., and Bobby Kennedy
were murdered by gun-toting loners. President Lyndon Johnson announced that he would not
seek re-election as the Vietnam War escalated and the Paris peace process stalled. So-called
race riots consumed U.S. cities, giving every impression that American civil society was
imploding. In Quebec, Pierre Bourgault, René Lévesque, and other separatists were not just
dreaming of sundering Canada but planning for it. What was worse, the English-Canadian
political establishment, personified by John Diefenbaker and Lester Pearson, appeared to have
no clue how to respond. That the FLQ, Canada’s own homegrown terrorist outfit, was bombing
its way towards a Marxist utopia merely gave the crisis its visceral urgency. Pierre Trudeau did
not appeal to Canadians because they were intoxicated with the “new nationalism” of the
1960s. He appealed to them because the public mood was one of deep disquiet, and he alone
brought both toughness and clear-eyed solutions to the worst national-unity crisis in
memory.The second myth is that Pierre Trudeau rose to national prominence as the result of
superficial media processes and particularly through his adroit handling of the new medium of
television. “Trudeau was quick, cool, detached, articulate, shrewd, a man whose drifting past
seemed romantic, whose lack of involvement suited a nation sick to death of the screams and
whines of its politicians,” wrote Walter Stewart in his 1971 book Shrug. “Above all, he looked
superb; whatever quality it is that makes TV work for one man and not another, Trudeau had
it.”49 In their award-winning 1990 book Trudeau and Our Times, Christina McCall and Stephen
Clarkson took this idea even further, claiming that Trudeau used television to deceive
Canadians. Citing Marshall McLuhan’s famous remark that Trudeau’s face was a “perfect mask”
for the TV age, Clarkson and McCall asserted that “McLuhan was shrewder than anyone knew.
The real Trudeau was being falsified. What the public saw was indeed a mask, a heroic image
it wanted to believe in that sat uneasily on a man whose complexities were unknown to his
euphoric admirers” (italics added).50 The enduring implication of this assertion is that Trudeau
was complicit in the fabrication of his own media persona. He was the political equivalent of the
Monkees.Pierre Trudeau despised television. “I can hardly stand it,” he remarked during the
Liberal leadership campaign.51 He opposed Lester Pearson’s introduction of TV cameras into
the House of Commons in 1965 and thereafter appeared to have no sense of its utility to his
own political ambitions. Trudeau performed so poorly during the televised leaders’ debate in
June 1968 that network executives wondered whether they would ever broadcast another one.
Many of his contemporaries thought Trudeau ill-suited for modern televisual politics because
he was far from telegenic in the Kennedy style. “Visually, Trudeau is a poor parliamentarian,”
observed the Toronto Star’s Frank Jones. “His medium stature, casual stance and rather high-
pitched voice make only a small impression.”52 Larry Zolf later recalled that Trudeau did not
strike anyone as particularly sexy in 1964. “His pock-marked face gave him a tough street-kid
look, accentuated by his cold blue eyes,” wrote Zolf. “If anything, he seemed asexual.”53
Trudeau’s cabinet colleague John Turner—a fluently bilingual Rhodes Scholar—was far more
handsome and telegenic. Yet television did nothing for him in 1968.54As this book will show,
Pierre Trudeau was not a creature of the screen but of the text. Whatever effect his telegenic
mask may have had on TV-watching teenyboppers—most of whom were too young to vote—it



was the power of his ideas that impressed the 45.4 per cent of Canadians who voted for him in
1968. Equally important, it was the content of those ideas that turned off the majority of
Canadians who did not vote for him. Decades of intense study, debate, and writing—in Cité
libre and elsewhere—put Trudeau’s oeuvre within reach of reading Canadians, in both French
and English. It is commonly said that few people outside Canada’s political elite actually read
Trudeau. But the historical record suggests otherwise. Trudeau’s ideas were circulated widely
among Canadians via a pervasive print culture of books, newspapers, and journals, one that
assumed ordinary citizens could grasp complicated political concepts and had the inclination to
do so. All the major players in the national-unity debate wrote “popular” books in the mid-1960s.
They included Daniel Johnson’s Égalité ou indépendance (1965), Marcel Faribault’s Vers une
nouvelle constitution (1967), René Lévesque’s Option Québec (1968), and Trudeau’s own
Federalism and the French Canadians (1967). All were national bestsellers, Trudeau’s lingering
in the top five throughout the spring campaign. Television helped Trudeau, but mostly in the
sense that it helped to spread his ideas. In 1968, the message was still the message.The third
myth is related to the second, and it is the most damning. Pierre Trudeau, it is said, was an
imposter who lied to Canadians to serve his own ambitions. “Both his Frenchness and his
intellectualism were acceptable,” wrote Christina McCall-Newman in her 1982 book Grits,
“mostly because they came wrapped in a number of other attributes—physical prowess, a
powerful sexuality which he enhanced with his calculated flirtatiousness, a talent for
romanticizing his past, and a genius for sounding as though he knew how to solve Canada’s bi-
racial problems. All these things masked his real nature” (italics added).55 According to McCall-
Newman, Trudeau planned his ascent in federal politics brilliantly, from 1965 to his leadership
victory, by claiming that he did not want it. “Trudeau won the leadership and the country by
cunning and charisma,” she concluded.56Almost nothing in the public record or Trudeau’s
private papers supports this claim. There was no grand design behind Pierre Trudeau’s rise to
power, nor any method, covert or otherwise, for achieving it. Far from it. What emerges instead
is a picture of a man painfully ambivalent about seeking the nation’s top office.At every stage,
Trudeau expressed serious reservations about his lack of political experience and doubts about
what he could actually accomplish if he ever did lead a government. He vacillated right up to
the day he declared his candidacy, February 16, 1968, making endless excuses for his own
lack of conviction. Worse, he spoke and acted like a man who believed he could not win. When
Trudeau finally agreed to throw his hat into the ring, he did so not as an imposter but as a
straight shooter. In the parlance of the day, he told it like it was. He laid out his ideas, asked
Canadians to reflect on them, and told them blithely that if they did not vote for him, he would
neither blame them nor be disappointed. He could just as easily find other things to do.57 Out
on the hustings, Trudeau campaigned without guile. He freely admitted when his own
knowledge was too limited to give a sensible answer to a policy question—on aboriginal affairs,
for example. He conceded when his own speeches were dull, sometimes while they were in
progress. Almost unbelievably, he acknowledged publicly when he agreed with his opponents
or when he had overstated his case against them.It was a mystery, first to his Liberal
leadership rivals and later to Robert Stanfield and Tommy Douglas, how Trudeau got away with
this forthrightness. Whenever they committed such faux pas, they were pilloried as bumblers
and rank amateurs. Were Canadians really so mesmerized by Trudeaumania, so much in need
of a “messiah,” as Claude Ryan put it, that they were willing to give this untried playboy a shot?
Trudeau got away with it because his ideas about Canada and the world preceded him. As a
curious youth, as an Ivy League student, and as a lawyer and professor, he had spent decades
honing his ideas about Canadian federalism. When he vaulted into federal politics in Canada in



the mid-1960s, he did so carrying a fully formed theory of constitutional government, language
rights, and what we now call Charter rights. As his friend Gérard Pelletier said of him in 1967,
“It is rare to find persons in whom an entire lifetime of study and meditation has resulted in a
genuine theory of politics—that is, a complete and coherent system of responses based on a
clear conception of men and society.”58 Not only his comrades expressed this view. In mid-
June 1968, at the height of the election campaign, Canada’s most famous sociologist, John
Porter, author of The Vertical Mosaic, pronounced on the corpus of Trudeau’s constitutional
writing in the years before he entered politics. “I do not think I have ever read a more coherent,
consistent and articulate blueprint for contemporary Canada than in this collection of papers,”
Porter commented. “One is astounded at the clarity and the logic of it all.”59Trudeau’s critics
would later call his preoccupation with the Constitution his magnificent obsession. But what is
striking about the evolution of his constitutional thinking in the 1960s is how measured and
cautious it was. Although Trudeau had begun to formulate his idea of a “charter of human
rights” as early as 1955, he spent the next decade telling Canadians, and particularly
Quebecers, that such reforms were completely unnecessary.60 Forget about separatism, he
said. The powers laid out in the 1867 British North America Act were perfectly adequate for
Quebec to take its place in a vibrant and internationally competitive modern Canada. When
Trudeau did finally accept the need to rewrite the Constitution, it was not because he sought to
change it himself. It was because the pressure from Quebec City and indeed from Ottawa had
grown so intense that he could not, even as minister of justice, contain it. Repeatedly in the
years 1965 to 1967, he told both his federalist allies and his nationalist adversaries to be
careful what they wished for: tinkering with the Constitution could open up a can of worms.
(How right he was.) Only in late 1967 did he finally relent and agree to spearhead constitutional
reform on Prime Minister Pearson’s behalf.But there was more to his popular appeal than
“Trudeau’s charter,” as the idea came to be known. In the spring of 1968, he put in motion a
national policy—a fully developed set of ideas about Canada and the world that Canadians
(including Quebecers) liked well enough to vote for in four elections out of five between 1968
and 1980, and that would come to define Canadian citizenship in the second century of
Confederation. Some of its component parts were already visible when Trudeau was Pearson’s
justice minister. These included the separation of church and state, the easing of divorce, the
decriminalization of homosexuality and abortion, and the eviction of the state from the
bedrooms of the nation. The rest came into view over the course of the 1968 campaign:
rejection of nationalism in all of its forms, including Quebec nationalism and economic
nationalism in English Canada; the entrenching of individual rights, including language rights,
in a charter binding not only citizens but governments; the establishment of a culture of
bilingualism across Canada paired with the rejection of biculturalism (deux nations); the
beginnings of official multiculturalism; a Canada-first foreign and defence policy; and a frugal
approach to government finance that included balancing the budget, stimulating regional
development, and implementing equitable social policies without turning the government into
Santa Claus.There was nothing superficial about this process. The first constituency to back
Trudeau was not the teenybopper crowd. It was the English-Canadian intellectual set, foremost
among them historians of Canada—teachers and scholars who presumably knew something
about their country and perceived that Trudeau did, too. Some, like professors John Saywell of
York University and Pauline Jewett of Carleton, were Liberal partisans. Others, including the
University of Toronto’s Ramsay Cook, were NDP stalwarts who in 1968 embraced Trudeau’s
vision for Canada and abandoned their own parties. Peter C. Newman, Pierre Berton, and
Robert Fulford were early supporters of Trudeau. And from the moment Trudeau appeared on



the national scene, he inspired students everywhere. Bob Rae, Michael Ignatieff, and Stephen
Clarkson were among the many undergraduates who rode the Trudeau wave in 1968. Some of
them are riding it still.It would take Trudeau and his Liberal confreres a decade and a half after
1968 to bring this vision fully into being, legally and especially constitutionally. They would
encounter no small degree of hostility from some highly vocal Canadian constituencies along
the way, most notably in Quebec and in the West, and they would take their fair share of
missteps. But when it was over, when Trudeau retired from active politics in 1984, he had
bequeathed to Canadians a new idea of themselves, one based on Charter values. These
values, more than any other national attribute—more than peacekeeping, more than health
care, more than even hockey—became the proud hallmark of Canadian citizenship.This is how
it all started.CHAPTER ONETHE STUBBORN ECCENTRICThe city of Montreal was Pierre
Elliott Trudeau’s lifelong home and the inspiration for nearly everything he accomplished over
the course of his extraordinary life. With the exception of the two years he worked for the Privy
Council Office, the nineteen he spent in federal politics, and another handful he spent travelling
or studying abroad, he was an abiding fixture in the city of his birth. To a degree that is difficult
to imagine today, when Canadians are always on the move and communities are ever
changing, Trudeau was thoroughly, almost organically, integrated into the fabric and the
rhythms of twentieth-century Montreal. He knew its streets, its social hierarchies, its traditions,
its strictures. He spoke both its major languages and practised its predominant faith. He
attended and later taught at some of its finest schools. He loved its history and its geography,
its poets, its artists, and, of course, its women. Montreal cradled Pierre Trudeau as a child and
again as an old man. He raised his boys there. He died there. And like generations of his
forebears, he was laid to rest there.What Trudeau knew above all—both of Montreal and of the
province beyond it—was their politics.Many aspects of Quebec’s political culture at mid-century
are enduringly fascinating. But the key to understanding Trudeau’s unique place within it is the
remarkable insularity of that culture. In the 1960s, the French-Canadian clerical, political,
academic, and cultural elites were small, isolated (both by language and geography), and
thoroughly intertwined. Everyone seemed to know everyone else. Moreover, Quebecers
seemed to know everything about everyone else—people’s family histories, where they had
studied and with whom, where they had attended Mass, which organizations they had joined,
which books and journals they had read, whose ideas and influences they had imbibed. Open
almost any issue of Le Devoir in the Trudeaumania period, and you will discover an
unmistakable subtext, a sense that the leading lights in Quebec society—even those who
called themselves adversaries—were part of the same big extended family. They knew which
names to drop. They knew how to ingratiate themselves with each other. They certainly knew
how to push each other’s buttons.This insularity helps to explain the virtually linear trajectory of
Pierre Trudeau’s thinking about Quebec—from doctrinaire nationalist to uncompromising anti-
nationalist. But more interestingly, and far more subtly, it helps to account for the decidedly non-
linear and sometimes puzzling milieu in which those ideas took shape. To cite what is perhaps
the best example of this insular world, Trudeau penned his most scathing critique of his
nationalist adversaries, “La nouvelle trahison des clercs” (“The New Treason of the
Intellectuals”), in the fall of 1961. One of the most ostensibly treacherous of those intellectuals
was René Lévesque, then a provincial Liberal cabinet minister. Yet over the next two winters,
Trudeau and Lévesque met fortnightly in Gérard Pelletier’s living room as part of a small group
of progressives dedicated to charting Quebec’s future. (The other members were journalist
André Laurendeau and labour leader Jean Marchand, both of whom were also nationalists.) In
other words, the famously intense public debate between Lévesque and Trudeau that



culminated in the 1980 referendum on sovereignty was but one layer of a long-running, even
fraternal conversation between the two men.1 The same familiarity was evident in Trudeau’s
relationship with premiers Jean Lesage and Daniel Johnson, with prominent academics like
Léon Dion, and with influential editorialists including Pierre Laporte and Claude Ryan.It was
this culture of familiarity that made Trudeau the black sheep among Quebec’s Quiet
Revolutionaries and, ultimately, the nemesis of the separatists. But never did it make him, as
his critics have claimed, un inconnu très connu (a famous outsider).As political scientists Max
and Monique Nemni have demonstrated so powerfully, Quebec’s hothouse political culture in
the 1930s and the early 1940s was the crucible of Trudeau’s maturation as a thinker.2If, in
June 1968, Trudeau understood the separatist enthusiasms of Pierre Bourgault and his ilk, it is
because the young Trudeau had himself embraced radical separatism and carried its slogans
defiantly into the streets. In 1937, at the age of seventeen, he gave a speech to his Brébeuf
classmates. “To maintain our French mentality,” he asserted, “what we must do is to preserve
our language and to shun American civilization.”3 In November 1942, in the midst of World War
II, Trudeau gave an even more conventionally nationalist speech in support of Jean Drapeau,
then a young law student contesting a federal seat in the riding of Outremont. Both Drapeau
and Trudeau believed that Prime Minister Mackenzie King had defiled democracy by
backtracking on his promise not to conscript Canadians in the war against Hitler. “If we are not
in a democracy,” Trudeau raged, “let the revolution begin without delay!”4As Trudeau would
later admit, his youthful beliefs were almost entirely the product of his political isolation. Once
he was outside the Quebec fishbowl, he abandoned them wholesale.In 1944, just two years
after his fiery anti-conscription speech, he set off for Harvard University to study political
economy. There, at the age of twenty-five, Trudeau became, as he put it himself, a “citizen of
the world.” He read foreign newspapers for the first time, mingled with American GIs who had
served in Europe, and discussed world issues from an international perspective. Until then, the
fight against European fascism had been little more than an abstract concept for him. (Never
would Trudeau’s English-Canadian detractors let him forget the patent callousness of his
horsing around in Prussian military regalia during the darkest days of the conflict.) The “historic
importance” of World War II came as an epiphany to Trudeau. It changed everything, including
his understanding of Quebec politics. “I realized that the Quebec of the time was away from the
action, that it was living outside modern times,” he would later write. “Quebec had stayed
provincial in every sense of the word, that is to say marginal, isolated, out of step with the
evolution of the world.”5Trudeau’s classroom training at Harvard, meanwhile, cemented his
belief in the sacred importance of the individual. Under the influence of exiled European
professors like the German Heinrich Brüning, he came to reject all collectivist thinking as
fundamentally tyrannical. The first thing to go was the theory of corporatism. This was a
reactionary ideology popular in Catholic Quebec (and Catholic Europe) that envisaged a
hierarchical conception of social organization based on the family.6 Like practically all young
French Canadians of his generation, Trudeau had been a devotee of corporatism. No longer.
“French-Canadian thinkers, politicians, journalists, and editors advocated corporatism as a kind
of extraordinary panacea,” Trudeau would later say of his own formative years. “No one was far-
sighted or courageous enough to say that it was all nonsense.”7 Although the adult Trudeau
would occasionally write as a democratic socialist, after Harvard his deepest political
convictions would remain resolutely those of a near-classic liberal. “The view that every human
must be free to shape his own destiny,” he said, “became for me a certainty.”8Harvard (and the
smattering of graduate courses Trudeau subsequently took at the École des sciences
politiques in Paris and the London School of Economics) also confirmed his status as a self-



styled “contrarian.” He was always happiest “paddling against the current,” he liked to say. In
the context of mid-century Quebec, this stance meant challenging nationalist thinking in
whatever form happened to be au courant. By definition, nationalism privileges one collectivity
vis-à-vis others. It protects the in-group from the outsiders. Seen from the perspective of liberal
individualism, nationalism is fundamentally unjust—irrespective of whether it is bundled with
high-minded appeals to “imagined communities” or any other such fiction.9 “A nationalistic
government is by nature intolerant, discriminatory, and, when all is said and done, totalitarian,”
Trudeau would aver throughout his political career. “A truly democratic government cannot be
‘nationalist,’ because it must pursue the good of all its citizens, without prejudice to ethnic
origin.”10Not surprisingly, Trudeau also cast off the popular nationalist version of Quebec
history promulgated by the Université de Montréal historian Michel Brunet. Just as Trudeau
was renouncing corporatism, Professor Brunet, just two years Trudeau’s senior, was
reimagining it as a defining moment in Quebec’s national rebirth. “Many French Canadians
began to ask themselves if it would not be more realistic to promote the economic and cultural
progress of their community inside the borders of Quebec,” Brunet would write of the 1930s,
“instead of waging exhausting and fruitless fights to establish bilingualism throughout
Canada.”11 The question was, of course, rhetorical. Well into the sixties, Brunet and other
members of the so-called Montreal School would urge Quebecers to use the tools of modern
democracy to reclaim Quebec as their “fatherland.”12 After the horrors of the Nazi period, the
suggestion that Quebec should be the fatherland of the French Canadians repelled Trudeau.
So, too, did Brunet’s willingness to scapegoat English Canada for Quebec’s economic
underdevelopment. Blaming “les Anglais” for Quebec’s problems was “ridiculous,” Trudeau
would say flatly.13In 1948, Trudeau embarked on a year-long spiritual quest that took him to
Asia via Eastern Europe and the Middle East. He intended the trip not as an intellectual
exercise but as an immersion in the language, dress, and labour of local people. “This trip was
basically a challenge I set myself,” he later wrote, “as I had done with sports, with canoeing
expeditions, and with intellectual explorations. I wanted to know, for instance, whether I could
survive in a Chinese province without knowing a word of Chinese, or would be able to travel
across a war-torn country without ever succumbing to panic.”14 He got his wish, experiencing
jail in Jerusalem and Belgrade, an attack by the Viet Cong when he was on his way to Saigon,
myriad death threats, and deportation from at least one Communist-bloc country. “It was
incredible,” he later wrote. “Everywhere I went seemed to be at war.”15 Israel, Pakistan,
Indochina, China, Iraq—anywhere Trudeau found himself on the front lines, he was only too
happy to rely on “the courage and kindness of ordinary people.”16 Such experiences made him
more worldly and less intolerant, shaping the two precepts that would later govern his conduct
even with his nominal Cold War enemies: that people of differing views could agree to
disagree, and that one must always seek out the humanity of one’s enemies.17Canadians
would come to know Trudeau as tough (“Just watch me”), irreverent (“Fuddle duddle”), and
even crass (“Mangez de la merde”). He had a sharp mind, an even sharper pen, and a taste for
the jugular when he was heckled or provoked. But once he had jettisoned his youthful
fanaticism and embraced “reason over passion,” he was almost never hateful—not even to
those who would make death threats against him.As Justin Trudeau has said often, most
poignantly in his October 2000 eulogy for his father, Pierre’s highest ideal in political debate
was to critique his opponents’ ideas without demeaning them personally—an ideal he would
occasionally honour in the breach.18 Yet well before he entered politics, tolerance and a
genuine interest in people’s differences were defining features of Trudeau’s personal
philosophy. He never wavered from this attitude or apologized for it. What is more, he seldom



even bothered to explain it. As justice minister and as a Liberal leadership hopeful, for
example, Trudeau would be accused of carrying “the stench of Sodom” into federal politics for
having liberalized Canadian law on homosexuality, abortion, and divorce. Yet never did he
strike back at his critics in kind, with ad hominem slurs. And never, even when the political
dividends might have been considerable, did he attack any of the usual suspects—Jehovah’s
Witnesses, Jews, homosexuals, Americans, Cubans, Russians. He thus left himself wide open
both to innuendo (that he was gay, or soft on crime, or irreligious) and to outright smears (that
he was a Red or a fascist). And when his enemies manoeuvred to take full advantage, he gave
every appearance that he could not have cared less.As he observed at the height of
Trudeaumania, such “garbage” was beneath Canadians. He had better things to worry
about.His world travels and his studies at an end, Trudeau returned to Montreal in the spring of
1949. He arrived just in time to witness the dramatic (and illegal) strike of five thousand miners
at the town of Asbestos, Quebec. Trudeau drove out to the Eastern Townships with Gérard
Pelletier, who was covering the strike for Le Devoir. Expecting to hang around for a day or two,
Trudeau was instead drawn into the struggle on the strikers’ behalf. He attended meetings,
made speeches, and, alongside Pelletier, ended up in police custody. At Asbestos, he later
wrote, “I found a Quebec I did not really know, that of workers exploited by management,
denounced by government, clubbed by police, and yet burning with fervent militancy.”19 In his
seminal 1956 book La grève de l’amiante, Trudeau would describe the strike as a turning point
in the history of Quebec. It exposed Quebec nationalism as an ideology of “discouraging
impotence,” he observed, and moved Quebecers to confront their antiquated social and
political institutions, however tentatively.20Towards the end of that same summer, 1949,
Trudeau surprised all of his friends and took a job in the Privy Council Office in Ottawa. He
wanted to see how the political theories he had studied so closely applied to the day-to-day
workings of Canadian federalism. His stay in Ottawa turned out to be little more than a sojourn
—evidence, said his detractors, that he could not stick to anything. Less than two years into the
Privy Council job, Trudeau resigned. His biographer, John English, has suggested recently that
he did so because he disapproved of the Liberal government’s decision to participate in the
Korean War.21 Trudeau himself recalled only that he wanted to get back to Montreal. “In
Ottawa, everything is going pretty smoothly,” he explained to his boss, Gordon Robertson, clerk
of the Privy Council. “Right now Quebec is where the important battles are being fought. That’s
where I can be most useful, even if my influence is only marginal.”22 Although he coveted a
university teaching job in those years, Trudeau declined an invitation to join the faculty of law at
Queen’s University in Kingston, Ontario. He wanted to stay where the action was.In the
summer of 1950, while Trudeau was still living in Ottawa, he and Gérard Pelletier founded the
French-language journal Cité libre. The new publication intended not only to advocate for
liberal reforms in Quebec but also to provide a rigorous, peer-reviewed forum in which to
formulate and fine-tune those reforms. Despite its latter-day fame as a hub of anti-Duplessis
activism, Cité libre was no broadsheet. Its articles were often long and pedantic. Its circulation
never exceeded five hundred copies in the 1950s and frequently fell well short of that number.
What mattered to the citélibristes was not market share but the reach of their ideas among
Quebec’s francophone elites. Anyone who was anyone in Quebec politics read Cité libre or at
least knew its contents, even Duplessis. And despite the premier’s efforts to control the Quebec
press, the citélibristes’ ideas also trickled out to the reading public via op-eds in Montreal’s
leading dailies.At every stage, Trudeau was the moving force behind Cité libre. He underwrote
it, edited it, and gave voice to its core liberal-humanist precepts. “He had such a natural
superiority over all of us in the international field,” Pelletier later recalled. “We also discovered



how far he had gone in evolving political ideas for French Canada—and for the rest of
Canada.”23 Trudeau himself was brash about what the journal might accomplish. “We want to
bear witness to the Christian and French fact in America,” he wrote in the first issue. “But we
must also throw everything else overboard. The time has arrived for us to borrow from
architecture the discipline called ‘functional,’ to cast aside the thousands of past prejudices
which encumber the present, and to build for the new man. Overthrow all totems, transgress all
taboos. Better still, consider them as dead ends. Without passion, let us be intelligent.”24 A full
decade and a half before Trudeau first appeared on English Canadians’ radar, Cité libre would
establish his standing in Quebec as a bold and brilliant iconoclast. In the Trudeaumania period,
when English Canadians were scrambling to figure out what made him tick, his ideas were as
familiar to Quebecers as maple syrup.Much could be said about the long, dark decade of the
1950s, when citélibristes and other Quebec progressives opposed Premier Maurice
Duplessis’s autocratic rule. (The premier’s personal interventions to deny Trudeau a teaching
job at the Université de Montréal are particularly noteworthy.) Whether Duplessis was the black-
hearted villain his critics made him out to be remains the subject of considerable debate. But
the salient point for understanding Trudeau’s standing in Quebec politics was the relative unity
of the opposition that Duplessis inspired. This was not merely a tactical alliance but a united
front—one that persisted beyond the death of le chef in 1959 and gave the Quiet Revolution its
air of fervent optimism. “The style adopted as the 1960s dawned was one of daring,” Gretta
Chambers, former chancellor of McGill University, has recalled recently. “Nothing was sacred,
including continuity. Particularly for the young the self-assertion that grew out of this movement
to break out of the existing social, political, and cultural constraints was both heady and
contagious.”25Quebec reformers welcomed the 1960 electoral victory of the Lesage Liberals
as the dawn of a new day. “For all of us who had fought for ten years for the modernization of
Quebec,” Trudeau later recalled, “it was no small satisfaction to be governed at last by a young,
competent, dynamic team urgently determined to move the clock forward and put Quebec onto
the same time as the rest of the Western world.”26 With almost dizzying speed, the agrarian,
Catholic, and patronage-ridden Quebec of the Duplessis era was torn down and replaced by a
modern secular state. Health, welfare, and education were declericalized, replaced by vast new
provincial bureaucracies of professionally trained specialists. In the five years after Duplessis’s
death, the provincial budget quadrupled, from roughly $500 million to $2 billion.27 Rattrapage—
catching up to “the rest of the Western world” in social and especially economic development—
became the new watchword in Quebec politics.28In 1961, Trudeau was finally appointed
associate professor of law at the Université de Montréal, his dream job. His future seemed
secure, even happy. Duplessis was gone, Lesage was in power, and Quebec was at long last
taking its place in the modern world. All that remained, it seemed, was for Professor Trudeau to
decommission Cité libre and dedicate whatever remained of his working life to moulding the
minds of his bright young students.It did not happen this way, of course. “Why did this
happiness have to be so short-lived?” Trudeau lamented. “All this movement had barely started
when people began hurrying to revive the old slogans.”29Predictably, perhaps, the centre could
not hold. As the modernization of Quebec gained momentum, the consensus that had fuelled
the Quiet Revolution exploded into a kaleidoscope of competing visions. Nationalist and
separatist groups emerged, of which L’Action Socialiste, L’Alliance Laurentienne, and Pierre
Bourgault’s RIN were merely the avant-garde. Dr. Marcel Chaput’s influential Pourquoi je suis
séparatiste (Why I Am a Separatist) was published in 1961, making waves across Quebec and
beyond.30 Trudeau’s students—and indeed some of his colleagues—were increasingly
sovereignist and contemptuous of the raw deal they believed French Canadians had been



dealt within Confederation. They mocked Cité libre as the boneyard of federalist squares who
could not see that the future of Quebec lay in full-blown political autonomy. The appetites of the
new generation of nationalists became insatiable. Quebecers must become maîtres chez nous,
they demanded. The separatists, always a small but noisy minority, took this idea to its logical
end point. Once Quebecers had acquired the constitutional and financial powers necessary to
fulfill their national destiny, the separatists asked, what practical use could they possibly have
for Ottawa, or even Canada?Pierre Trudeau spent much of 1961—without question the
decisive year in his evolution as a political thinker—formulating a programmatic response to
this question. Programmatic is the key word, for as much as Trudeau liked to imagine himself
as a contrarian, he was never above acknowledging the legitimacy of certain elements in his
adversaries’ critique of Canadian federalism. The question for Trudeau was not whether French
Canadians had suffered injustices in the past. They had. Writing in Cité libre, Trudeau offered a
sharp defence of Quebecers’ historic instinct for self-preservation. “We must accept the facts of
history as they are,” he wrote.However outworn and absurd it may be, it was the Nation-State
image which spurred the political thinking of the British, and subsequently of Canadians of
British descent in the “Dominion of Canada.” Broadly speaking, this meant identifying Canada,
the State, with themselves to the greatest possible degree.Since the French Canadians had
the bad grace to decline assimilation, such an identification was beyond being completely
realizable. So the Anglo-Canadians built themselves an illusion of it by fencing off the French
Canadians in their Quebec ghetto and then nibbling at its constitutional powers and carrying
them off bit by bit to Ottawa. Outside Quebec they fought, with staggering ferocity, against
anything which might intrude upon that illusion: the use of French on stamps, money, cheques,
in the civil service, the railroads, and the whole works. In the face of such aggressive
nationalism, what choice lay before the French Canadians over, say, the last century?31Seen
in retrospect, this statement is one of the most incisive in the entire Trudeau oeuvre. It gives
the lie to the accusation made against him, especially in the Trudeaumania period, that he
somehow sought to ingratiate himself with English Canadians by “putting Quebec in its
place.”No, the pressing issue for Trudeau was how Quebecers could best move forward.
“Without backsliding to the ridiculous and reactionary idea of national sovereignty, how can we
protect our French-Canadian national qualities?” he asked. The answer was obvious. “We must
separate once and for all the concepts of State and of Nation, and make Canada a truly
pluralistic and polyethnic society.” Let the past be the past, Trudeau told Quebecers. “Whether
or not the Conquest was the origin of all evils and whether or not the English have been the
most perfidious occupiers in the memory of man, it remains none the less true that the French-
Canadian community holds in its hands, hic et nunc [here and now], the essential instruments
for its regeneration; by the Constitution of Canada the state of Quebec can exercise the most
extensive powers over the souls of French Canadians and over the territory where they live—
the most rich and most vast of all the Canadian provinces.”32Trudeau was at his most
persuasive, arguably, in the area of his own juridical expertise, namely the division of
constitutional powers afforded by the British North America Act. Let the feds continue to
manage foreign affairs, trade, navigation, postal services, money, and banking, he insisted. But
let the provinces fully exploit the provisions of the same Constitution to protect and advance
their “ethnic peculiarities”—education, municipal affairs, the administration of justice, marriage,
and property and civil rights. “French Canadians have all the powers they need to make
Quebec a political society affording due respect for nationalist aspirations and at the same time
giving unprecedented scope for human potential in the broadest sense,” asserted Trudeau.33
In comparison, talk of a separate Quebec state was not merely self-indulgent but



“preposterous,” he believed. “We are not well enough educated nor rich enough, nor, above all,
are there enough of us to man and finance a government possessing all the necessary means
for both war and peace. The fixed per-capita cost would ruin us.” As he would for the rest of the
1960s, Trudeau demanded that Quebecers avert their inward gaze and embrace the wider
world. “Ouvrons les frontières,” he said famously. “Ce peuple meurt d’asphyxie!”34 (“Open the
frontiers. This people is dying of asphyxiation!”)If there was a term that encapsulated Trudeau’s
theory of federalism, then and later, it was functional. He entitled his first Cité libre essay
“Politique fonctionnelle” in 1950 and referenced the idea well into his tenure as prime minister.
To describe his approach to governing, Trudeau frequently used the English term pragmatic,
which was entirely apt. But it was an imperfect synonym, for the French word fonctionnelle
carried a double meaning. On the one hand, a functional politics was a practical politics. It
demanded the application of reason and problem-solving techniques to policy. On the other
hand, the term carried an ideological meaning, which had implications not only for politics but
also for power. A functional politics, as Trudeau construed it, would rationally assign powers
within Canada’s federalist structure to whichever level of government they best suited. In other
words, there would be no redistribution of powers based on vague and ultimately emotional
claims about “nations.” In this way, politique fonctionnelle worked directly against Quebec
nationalism. It was a cipher, fully understood by Trudeau’s Québécois friends and foes alike. It
meant no special status for Quebec.The good news was that Quebecers had no need for
special status. In 1961, Pierre Trudeau laid down this remarkable scenario for the future of
Quebec and Canada—remarkable because it so closely resembled the Canada over which he
presided as prime minister:If Quebec became a shining example, if to live there were to
partake of freedom and progress, if culture enjoyed a place of honour there, if the universities
commanded respect and renown from afar, if the administration of public affairs were the best
in the land—and none of this presupposes any declaration of independence!—French
Canadians would no longer need to do battle for bilingualism; the ability to speak French would
become a status symbol, even an open-sesame in business and public life. Even in Ottawa,
superior competence on the part of our politicians and civil servants would bring spectacular
changes.Such an undertaking is immensely difficult, but possible; it takes more guts than jaw.
And therein, it would seem to me, is an “ideal” not a whit less “inspiring” than that other one
[separatism] that’s been in vogue for a couple of years in our little part of the world.35Trudeau
could still break bread with René Lévesque when he wrote those extraordinary lines. Only in
1962 did Trudeau begin to distance himself from nationalists like Lévesque, and only because
their runaway political successes now appeared to him to pose an existential threat to
Canada.The Lesage Liberals, just two years into their first majority mandate, called a snap
election for November 1962. They adopted the slogan maîtres chez nous and ran a one-issue
campaign on their plan to nationalize all of the privately owned hydroelectric interests operating
in the province. It was Lévesque himself, then serving as Lesage’s popular minister of natural
resources, who laid the groundwork for nationalization, soothing North American capitalists
with assurances that he was no Fidel Castro. Hydro-Québec thus emerged as one of the most
potent symbols of the Quiet Revolution, one on which Lévesque and Lesage were prepared to
stake their political careers. Their instincts proved impeccable. When the ballots were counted,
the Liberals swept the province, taking 56.4 per cent of the popular vote and sixty-three seats
out of ninety-five—a dozen more than they had won in 1960. They wasted no time
implementing their nationalization promise. In December 1962, the government of Quebec
bought out all of the remaining private hydro interests with a massive provincial bond
issue.Pierre Trudeau had little enthusiasm for Lévesque’s Hydro-Québec deal, but his main



objection to this neo-nationalist triumph remained one of principle. Like any good liberal,
Trudeau adhered strongly to the principle of checks and balances, or what he himself called
“counterweights.” Democratic states worked best, he believed, when power was balanced
among various levels of government.36 Even before the Liberal landslide, Trudeau perceived
that the new nationalism in Quebec had achieved critical mass. It now threatened to overwhelm
Canadian federalism. “By 1962,” he later recalled, “the Lesage government and public opinion
in Quebec had magnified provincial autonomy into an absolute, and were attempting to reduce
federal power to nothing.”37 Worse, Liberal sloganeering had reified the most retrograde
elements of the old Quebec nationalism. “Instead of remaining committed to politics based on
realism and common sense, we were plunged into the ‘politics of grandeur’ whose main
preoccupation all too often was rolling out red carpets,” Trudeau later fumed. “A province is not
a nation but a mix of diverse people, differentiated by religion, culture, and mother tongue. Was
it necessary to grind down all these differences and impose a dominating and intolerant
ideology on all minorities? I found this change of direction aberrant. I knew that it led directly to
doctrinaire separatism.”38
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Robert Fisher, “The substance behind Pierre Trudeau's style. Seven years ago, I reviewed the
book Mandate '68 by Martin Sullivan. It was about Pierre Elliott Trudeau's rise to power in
Canada, written shortly after he won his first general election. Robert Wright covers the same
territory in his book Trudeaumania and I thought it would be interesting to see the story told
again, this time with the advantage of nearly fifty years of perspective. Wright challenges the
idea that Trudeau simply rode a wave of popular excitement over his dashing style. Trudeau
was a serious thinker who realized that Canadian national unity was the overriding issue facing
Canada in 1968 and he was determined to keep the country together while looking after the
rights of French Canadians, at a time when nationalism and separatism in Quebec seemed to
be growing. Wright tells his story well, of Trudeau's rapid rise (elected to Parliament in 1965
and Prime Minister just three years later) and the policies he championed to improve life in
Canada. We see Trudeau as the straight talker and his internal and external opponents as
people who dealt in vague platitudes. One odd point is that Trudeau spoke in favor of welfare
means testing and denouncing "free stuff" from the government. Although considered a man
of the Left, he could sound more like Ronald Reagan than Bernie Sanders on the 1968
campaign trail. Trudeaumania is a very well-written look at the rise of the man who is arguably
the most significant Canadian political figure of the second half of the twentieth century.”
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rarity in today's politicians. Refreshing and nostalgic to remind us there were once great
politicians who were also scholars and seekers of justice.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. Great book! I bought it for my wife's birthday!”
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